1. There was little activity in Quang Tri City on the night of 2 February. Viet Cong forces (VC) made a number of concerted attacks in the districts of Cam Lo and Hai Lang, and contact with Allied forces is continuing in these areas.

2. At 2345 hours on 1 February Tam Ky City in Quang Tin Province received rocket and artillery fire which lasted until 0020 hours. Otherwise there was no reported enemy activity. The Province Chief has imposed a very strict travel ban making it impossible to contact Revolutionary Development Cadre teams. Reports received to date indicate Team #1 has killed ten VC, and captured seven weapons; Team #12 has killed five VC and captured one weapon.

3. Quang Ngai City was quiet on the night of 1-2 February with little contact with the enemy in the city limits. There were no reports available.
OUTLYING DISTRICTS.

4. ARVN AND REPUBLIC OF KOREA (ROK) FORCES IN HOI AN CITY IN QUANG NAM PROVINCE HAD NO SIGNIFICANT ENEMY CONTACTS DURING THE NIGHT OF 1-2 FEBRUARY.

5. FIELD DISSEM: STATE USMACV III MAF CORDS REPORT CLASS **GROUP I**
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